Capillary telangiectasia mimicking an active inflammatory MS-lesion in repetitive cMRIs
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Abstract: Repetitive cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed lesions typical of multiple sclerosis (MS) with one Gd-enhancing focus in the left parietal cerebrum which correlated to the clinical symptoms of a secondary progressive female MS patient. Since this Gd-enhancing lesion lasted over more than two years even after numerous intravenous high-dose methylprednisolone administrations and intrathecal triamcinolone injections the inflammatory etiology of this lesion was questioned and T2* echo-gradient images and MR angiography showed a capillary telangiectasia mimicking an active inflammatory MS-lesion.
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In multiple sclerosis (MS) patients Gd-enhancing foci in cMRI are usually interpreted as active inflammatory lesions and corticosteroid therapy is supposed to repair the destroyed blood brain barrier resulting in a loss of Gd enhancement in control cMRI whereas Gd enhancement will last in vascular malformations such as capillary telangiectasia, which also show increased signal intensity on T2 weighted images and usually are small, solitary, and benign in their clinical manifestation.1–3

Here we report on a secondary progressive female MS patient presenting with a right-side accentuated severe spastic tetraparesis. The diagnosis was made according to McDonald and colleagues (2001). The time since first diagnosis of initially relapsing-remitting MS was three years whereas first symptoms due to MS occurred some years earlier. Initially, the patient received an immunomodulatory therapy with interferon beta-1b subcutaneously for one year. Because of high frequent relapses and the beginning of a continuous deterioration the therapy was escalated. An immunosuppressive therapy with mitoxantrone 20 mg every three months was administered 12 times (129.3 mg/m²). Because of further clinical decline, cMRI was performed to estimate the inflammatory activity showing lesions typical of MS with one Gd-enhancing focus in the left parietal cerebrum which correlated to the right-side accentuated tetraparesis. Repetitive cMRIs after two months, 24 months, 25 months, and 27 months performed under enlarged treatment regimen (intrathecal administration of triamcinolone (2 × 40 mg every three months), continuous intrathecal baclofen administration via a pump system, local intramuscular botulinum toxine injections) supplemented by intravenous high-dose methylprednisolone administration every three months showed a lasting lesion in the left parietal cerebrum without any change in shape and size and persistent Gd enhancement as a marker for an active inflammatory process.

As clinical findings were not suitable just to the left hemispheric lesion, continuous deterioration took place, and Gd enhancement persisted over more than two years even after high-dose corticosteroid treatment T2* echo-gradient images and MR angiography were performed and capillary telangiectasia was diagnosed (Figure 1).
In MS patients, Gd-enhancing lesions in cMRI should, especially when they show persistence of Gd enhancement over a long period and under therapy with corticosteroids, not be only considered as MS-associated even if clinical examination and lesion site are compatible. The coincidence of MS and vascular malformation or tumors in the central nervous system has been rarely described but otherwise vascular malformations are often mistakenly diagnosed as MS.1 In our case we found a singular vascular malformation of the brain without any findings, which indicated a complex syndrome such as macrocephaly-capillary malformation.5,6 Echo-gradient T2* images showing a very low intensity signal whereas T2 sequences showed an high intensity signal led to the diagnosis of capillary telangiectasia.6
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